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Abstract

Purpose A new perimetry method is

described to evaluate central vision under

multiple hue, illumination, and contrast

conditions; results are described for normal

individuals using high-contrast targets.

Methods For 70 normal eyes of individuals

with varying age, the ETDRS chart acuity was

determined as well as discriminated target

perimetry using high-contrast targets

presented for 250ms at locations up to

101 eccentricity. Retesting was performed

to evaluate for learning and repeatability

for the thresholded acuity at each eccentricity.

Results The ETDRS acuity averaged

1.15±0.37 arc min minimum angle of

resolution (MAR) with best correction (20/23

equivalence). At fixation, the thresholded

acuity for high-contrast targets paralleled the

ETDRS acuity and averaged 1.75±0.85 arc min

MAR (20/35 equivalence), and declined with

increasing eccentricity in a linear fashion

to 5.81±3.97 arc min (20/116 equivalent) at

101 eccentricity. Linear regression showed

Vmar¼ 1.74þ 0.330 * eccentricity in degrees

(R2¼ 0.966, Po0.0001). Testing time required

B8–10min per eye. Repeated testing showed

only minimal learning experience at the most

peripheral locations. The test–retest 95%

confidence limits of difference measured

1.12 arc mins MAR at fixation (64% of the

mean) and remained approximately the same

proportion to the mean thresholded acuity

outwards to 101 eccentricity.

Conclusion The methodology seems rapid

and reliable for measuring discriminatory

visual function of optotype targets throughout

the central 201 diameter visual field.
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Introduction

Although vision research has explored much

of the richness of the human visual system, little

of this knowledge and methodology has been

implemented for vision measurement within

the clinic. The clinical measurement of central

vision almost uniformly uses a letter chart

developed more than 160 years ago by Snellen.1

Although the original chart has been modified

making uniform logMAR graduations of letter

size between lines, and with five letters of

near similar discrimination on each line,2

nevertheless, the measurement remains

restricted to defining the limits of

discrimination of black, high-contrast letters

against a white field at a single level of

illumination in the ophthalmologist’s or

optometrist’s office. Generally, the measurement

does not evaluate the limits of vision ability

under stressful encounters of reduced, colour

contrasts in environments of lowered

illumination or glare illumination that are

frequent in daily activities. Furthermore, visual

acuity represents measurement of o11 of the

central field that may be at fixation or off-axis

that may vary depending on the momentary

fixation locus amidst pathology within the

macula. The discrimination of fine letters

requires fixation of the targets for prolonged

periods, approaching a second or more, that is
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far removed from the usual fixations that occur in

environmental scanning situations or when reading

(often 200–250 ms fixations with 3–5 fixations per

second3). Furthermore, patients vary extremely in the

speed with which they read the letters on a chart, but are

given the same result if the same numbers of letters are

identified regardless of the speed. Often patients read a

few of the letters on several lines, which may result in

a variety of acuity grades among various examiners.

Finally, visual acuity, as a measurement of visual

performance in activities of daily living (ADL), in many

studies correlates only poorly with both distance or

near vision tasks.4–9

Contrast sensitivity of the central vision in the clinic

has also been measured with chart systems, one using

sinusoidal gratings of varying spatial frequency and

contrast within spots that subtend 41 of central vision,10

and one that evaluates the discrimination of letters at

progressively diminished contrast.11 Although these

have measured vision loss in patient’s eyes wherein

visual acuity testing at high contrast shows no

abnormality,12,13 this chart testing, however, suffers many

of the same deficiencies as the testing of high-contrast

acuity since measurements are made only at the centre of

the momentary fixation and at one level of illumination

(although Newacheck et al14 has suggested a method

interpreting the changes in central low-contrast acuity

with alterations in luminance by using simple low-

contrast disc detection method).

Static field perimetry was originally designed to

provide a method for the earlier detection of peripheral

vision deficits in glaucoma or neurological disease,

testing the detection of spot contrast against a diffuse,

dim background at one illumination. Most often, the test

is conducted without the evaluation of colour contrast

perception, except for the singular short-wavelength

automated perimetry that has shown earlier detection of

abnormalities in glaucoma.15–17 However, contrast

perimetry, when used to measure vision loss in the

central field (for example, central test pattern 10–2),

similar to acuity, correlates poorly with visual

performance in ADL.18 Microperimetry testing integrates

fundus imaging with contrast perimetry to allow the

testing locations to be compared with fundus

pathology,19–22 but similar to Humphrey contrast

perimetry, microperimetry measures only the detection

of targets contrasted against a uniformly luminant

background. Discriminated targets are not evaluated,

and testing cannot be performed with a variance of

background luminance or hue.

Acuity perimetry was developed to measure resolution

acuity at selected locations in the visual field eccentric

to fixation. A prototype instrument used laser

interferometry to generate a grating target at locations

peripheral to a fixation target.23,24 This acuity perimeter,

as well as the Frisen ring perimeter that followed,25

measured the ability to detect targets with minimum

discrimination and, similar to previous perimeters,

measured detection only against one level of background

luminance. The group of Anderson, Beirne, Zlatkov,

Demirel, and others have used equiluminant achromatic

and short-wavelength opponent gratings to measure

detection and resolution thresholds against a limited

range of background contrast at fixation and a number of

limited locations to 351 eccentricity.26–29 They observed

that achromatic acuities were always higher than

short-wavelength, colour-opponent acuities at similar

eccentricities, and that at all eccentricities detection

of gratings was always higher than the resolution.

They have suggested that colour-opponent resolution

perimetry may offer a clinical test of ganglion cell

density. Using Landolt Cs, Ikeda et al30 investigated

the alterations of low-contrast acuity with eccentric

fixation (to a limited degree), and concluded in normal

individuals that the visual acuity in the vertical and

horizontal directions was slightly higher than those in

the oblique directions.

An acuity perimeter has been developed (Field Acuity

Analyzer, Vimetrics, LLC, Media, PA, USA) that

evaluates the resolution/discrimination capabilities of

vision in the central 201 visual field under varying

conditions of target hue, contrast, and background

illumination. The device was developed to provide

clinical measurement of visual performance of patients

with macular disease under conditions that simulate

standard conditions encountered in normal tasks of daily

living. Although the potential for the instrument exists

to present a myriad of hue contrasts against varying

background illumination, the early testing has been

conducted with black and white targets against the

opponent background. This report presents the

experience of testing eyes of normal individuals using

high-contrast white targets presented against a black

background.

Materials and methods

Perimetry method

In this prototype perimetry system, Landolt C optotypes

were presented on an LCD 17-inch monitor (1280� 1024

screen resolution, Princeton Graphics, Princeton, Illinois.)

placed at a distance of 86 cm from the participant’s eye

(Figure 1).

At this distance the monitor subtends a visual angle of

181 vertically and 221 horizontally. The participant was

seated in front of the monitor with his head stabilised in a

chin rest and forehead strap that could be adjusted to the
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height. The participant was given their full optical

correction for the monitor distance. One eye is tested,

whereas the other is occluded with a dark occluder.

Participants were instructed to fixate a central, red,

fixation cross target (subtended 151) throughout the test.

High-contrast discrimination was tested at fixation and

at locations spaced throughout the visual field up to 101

eccentricity. The visual discriminatory ability was

determined by the participant’s ability to recognise the

correct orientation of a white, Landolt C presented for

250-ms duration with the centroid at each field location

and randomly tumbled in one of the four cardinal

orientations (facing up, down, right, and left). The

participant’s responses were recorded from a hand-held

pad that contained four buttons placed in a diamond

with which they indicated the direction of the opening of

the Landolt C after each presentation. The test was

conducted in a room darkened to o1 Cd/M2, with the

optotype representing a 99% Michelson contrast ratio

(Monaco-optix, Monaco Systems, Inc., Andover, MA,

USA) against a pedestal and background of 1 Cd/M2on

the monitor. The pedestal obliterated the cross to a

distance of 2–4 times the size of the letter. Eye fixation

was monitored throughout the test (to within 0.51) by the

use of an infrared illumination and camera system with

measurements at 30 Hz (I-Scan, Cambridge, MA, USA

Figure 1); if fixation was observed to deviate during

each presentation by more than 11, the response was

discarded and the location later retested.

The initial Landolt C was presented at fixation with

an optotype size of 25 arc mins (20/100) and was then

reduced or enlarged at the next presentation depending

on whether a correct or incorrect response was elicited.

Large steps (of enlargement or reduction in letter size)

were used until the first reversal response, after which

progressively smaller steps were used to step back and

forth to define the threshold; the threshold was defined

as the smallest size letter for which a correct response

was elicited with two incorrect responses for the next

optotype size smaller. The finest steps of optotype size

were 0.1 logMAR (similar to the ETDRS chart in which

three steps equal a doubling of the subtended visual

angle). The smallest C size that could be presented, given

the pixel density of the monitor and the participant’s

distance, subtended 5 min of arc (20/20), and the largest

80 min (20/320). After thresholding for the smallest

optotype discriminated at fixation, the Landolt Cs were

presented and thresholded with the same techniques at

each of the peripheral locations presenting randomly

among the locations, such that the person could not

predict where on the monitor the next presentation

would appear. Intervals between presentations were

adjusted to the person’s responses, ranging from

1.0 to 4.0 s.

Participants

Volunteers of varying age were solicited among family

members of patients in a retina practice. The participants

selected had never before undergone the testing, and

were included in the study if both eyes were determined

to be normal through evaluation of visual acuity, IOP

measurement, and slit lamp examination of the anterior

segment and of the optic nerve and macula. The best-

corrected visual acuity (ETDRS chart, Lighthouse,

New York City, NY, USA) was measured, and was

required to be 20/30 or better with a spherical refractive

error of o±4.00 D and with an astigmatic correction of

o2.00 D. The intraocular pressure was required to be

p21 mm Hg, and the lens opacity for older individuals,

graded by the LOCS III system,31 no greater than NO2,

NC2, Po1, Co1. Participants were excluded if they had

a medical history of diabetes, hypertension, or other

systemic or neurological disease that would affect vision,

or if there was a history of retinal or optic nerve disease,

ocular trauma, or surgery. All patients who were enrolled

in the study gave informed consent, and all individuals

who participated in this study are included in this report.

The research adhered to the tenets of the Declaration

of Helsinki.

Testing with the discriminated target perimetry system

was conducted on the same day as the chart testing

and examination of the eye. The eye that was tested and

Figure 1 Testing apparatus: Patient in chin rest is tested
monocularly with appropriate correction and add for screen
distance. The patient signals their response to orientation of a
tumbled Landolt C that is flashed on screen by pressing one of
the four buttons on the button pad (A). Fixation is monitored
with an infrared pupil and corneal reflex camera (B) mounted in
box on the bezel of monitor. The testing is conducted in a room
darkened to o1 Cd/M2.
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included in the study was chosen at random. Twenty-

four of the participants underwent repeated perimetry

testing after 1–30 days to evaluate for a learning curve

and for test–retest repeatability for the acuity

thresholded at each eccentricity.

Statistics

To define the mean values at each eccentricity, the

thresholded acuity values obtained at all locations (in

minutes of arc, minimum angle of resolution (MAR)) for

a given eccentricity were averaged for each eye and then

the means averaged for all eyes were measured. Learning

was evaluated by subtracting the value obtained at each

location in the second test from that obtained in the first

and then averaging the differences for similar

eccentricities for each eye and then averaging among all

eyes. If there were a significant learning experience, this

should result in an overall improvement in the resolution

at each location in the second test relative to that of

the first test result and a positive difference. If there is no

or minimal learning effect (the mean of the differences

between the first and second test at each eccentricity

approach 0), the test–retest repeatability may be

determined at each eccentricity by calculating the SD

of the differences averaged for the eyes undergoing the

test–retest evaluation. The coefficient of repeatability,

representing 95% confidence limits for a normally

distributed population of eyes,32 was calculated at

fixation and at each eccentricity tested.

Results

Seventy individuals, 33 men and 37 women, underwent

testing of one eye, chosen at random. Ages ranged from

18 to 77 years with a mean of 39.5±14.7 (±1 SD) years.

The duration of perimetry testing averaged 8–10 min.

The mean and SD of the high-contrast acuities,

evaluated as a function of eccentricity from fixation, are

plotted in Graph 1. The mean ETDRS acuity measured

1.15±0.37 arc min MAR (20/23), whereas the acuity

thresholded at fixation determined by the field-testing

method measured 1.75±0.85 arc min MAR (20/35).

The discriminated acuity declined with increasing

eccentricity, in what appeared to be a linear fashion,

to 3.42±2.25 arc min at 51 (20/68 equivalent) and

5.81±3.97 arc min (20/116 equivalent) at 101 eccentricity.

Linear regression analysis between visual acuity and

eccentricity was Vmar¼ 1.74þ 0.330 (eccentricity in

degrees) (R2¼ 0.966, Po0.0001). The results are

presented in Graph 1.

The analysis of repeated testing to determine the

effects of learning showed minimal learning effects

(5–8% of the average thresholded optotype size) at all

eccentricities up to 81. At 8–101 from fixation, a slightly

greater learning effect was noted, 16–25% of the average

thresholded optotype size, but the effect was still

o0.1logMAR. The coefficient of test–retest

repeatability,33 calculated as 1.96 times one SD of the

differences and representing 95% confidence limits, at

fixation measured 1.12 MAR, which represented 64% of

the mean acuity thresholded at fixation. This relationship

Table 1 Coefficients of repeatability for 24 eyes that underwent repeat testing

Eccentricity degrees Mean MAR
of 1st test

SD of difference
of mean MAR

Coefficient of
repeatability (CR)a

CR as a % of
mean MAR

0 1.81 0.56 1.12 62%
1 2.04 0.61 1.19 59%
2 2.52 0.61 1.20 48%
3 1.99 0.63 1.24 63%
4 3.39 0.97 1.91 56%
5 3.29 1.32 2.60 80%
6 5.24 0.93 1.84 35%
8 3.64 1.53 3.00 82%
10 4.96 1.94 3.80 77%

MAR, minimum angle of resolution; SD, standard deviation.
aCR¼ 1.96� SD of differences of mean MAR (95% confidence limits).

Graph 1 Minimum angle of resolution (the angle subtended by
the Landolt C gap) plotted against eccentricity (in degrees) from
fixation. Linear regression results are plotted as a line. Vertical
bars represent þ 1 SD from the mean.
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of test–retest repeatability, measured at each location,

remained at a similar proportion of the thresholded

acuity at all eccentricities tested (please see Table 1).

Discussion

This study describes an automated method to measure

thresholds of visual discrimination for discriminated

targets within the central 101 radius visual field.

Although the system allows the versatility to test

discrimination under other levels of contrast,

illumination, and hue, in this study, normal values are

reported only for high-contrast white targets presented

against a black screen in a darkened room (99%

Michelson contrast, background 1.0 Cd/M2).

Visual acuity, as determined with the ETDRS chart,

averaged 1.15±0.37 arc min MAR (20/23), which

compares with prior studies using the same chart,32

whereas the acuity thresholded at fixation by the

perimetry system averaged 1.75±0.85 arc min MAR

(20/35) representing 0.6 arc min MAR poorer than the

ETDRS acuity. This difference may have been due to the

short presentation time of the Landolt Cs (250 ms)

compared with the average duration of fixation that is

usually taken to read each letter of the acuity chart

(usually to 0.5–1 s or more).34 Discrimination of targets at

fixation has been shown in prior studies to require longer

presentation times than that required for detection,34 but

has been observed to be independent of the presentation

time in normal eyes for times longer than 180 ms.35 The

relatively larger acuity, determined by the Landolt C

thresholding method, in this study may also have been

due to the methodology for thresholding or to the use of

white letters against a black background, which in a

darkened room would result in relative pupil dilation

and poorer resolution. However, this may have been

offset by the reduced glare compared with a black letter

presented against a white background.36 Finally, the

larger mean value reported by the thresholding

technique at fixation may also have been caused by a

truncation of better resolutions, caused by the inability

of the visual field monitor to produce Landolt Cs with

an opening smaller than 1 arc min (20/20).

The MAR of the discriminated targets deteriorated to

3.42±2.25 arc min MAR (20/68) at 51 eccentricity and to

5.81±3.97 arc min (20/116) at 101 eccentricity (Graph 1).

These results, obtained on naı̈ve individuals, are similar

to that determined in prior investigations of laboratory

investigators using sinusoidal gratings,34,35 Landolt C

rings,37–40 and Snellen letters41–43 with similar

presentation times. Similar to most authors, we also

showed a linear deterioration of acuity with eccentricity.

Some authors40 have found a minor break between

0.51 and 11; however, because of the spacing of locations

within the visual field in this study, a break from linearity

could not be detected. Comparing nasal vs temporal

presentations, or superior vs inferior, we observed no

significant differences at any eccentricity with a

two-tailed, paired t-test at Po0.05, results similar to that

of prior studies.32,39,44–46

Refixations may potentially produce artifacts in the

measurement of the acuities at the locations close to

fixation. However, for an eccentric stimulus to initiate a

saccade in the appropriate direction, it must persist for

at least a minimum time of 100–120 ms for detection,47

after which the saccade would require B20–35 ms to

complete the refixation over the angular distance, and

thereafter, the target must remain for at least 150–180 m

for discriminatory function to ascertain the correct C

orientation. As the target is presented for a duration of

only 250 ms, and randomly throughout the visual field,

the possibility that refixation may account for the values

obtained at eccentric loci is eliminated. In addition, as

the fixation is measured at 30 Hz with a 0.51 accuracy,

and those presentations in which refixations did occur

(411 deviation from primary fixation at the completion

of the peripheral element presentation) were eliminated,

artifacts caused by refixation, we believe, are essentially

prevented.

Chart acuity or contrast sensitivity has been observed

to correlate poorly with visual function during ADL,48

perhaps because the fixations that are commonly used

during these activities (that is, 234 ms during reading,

200 ms while driving, or 220 ms for still-image

viewing47,48) are far shorter than the fixation times used

during chart reading, often reaching 1 s or more, and

often longer for a person with macular disease. The

presentation time of 250 ms that was used in this study

for C presentation was chosen because it closely

approximates the fixation times required for a number of

tasks in ADL, and for this reason, we believe the field

acuities measured by this means should correlate better

with the vision that is required for ADL than acuities

obtained from reading charts. However, this relationship

will necessarily have to be tested in future trials.

There are a number of methods that have been

proposed for approaching a threshold during visual

psychophysical testing. King-Smith et al have developed

the ZEST method with QUEST evaluations,49,50 whereas

Anderson et al have proposed another method (used in

the Humphrey matrix perimeter) that makes use of

the information gained from every response at a given

location to determine the subsequent and final

estimates.51 The thresholding methodology for

determining the acuity at a particular field location

that was used in the instrument described pursued

progressively finer logMAR optotype reversals across
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the purported threshold with methods to correct for

mistakes. This methodology represents an alternative

that borrows from the above methods and, we believe,

represents a clinically reasonable and succinct method

for approaching the threshold. Measurement of a

psychophysical threshold, which ideally would use a

probit analysis with approach from both the supra as

well as infra-response positions, is dependent on the

number of inquiries as well as the size of steps of those

inquiries.52 The ETDRS chart testing, which uses a 1 : 12

chance of guessing correctly among the Sloan letter set,

has been shown to produce high reproducibility but to

have poor sensitivity because the steps between the lines

(0.1 logMAR) have been shown to be larger than

optimal.53 In addition, during testing with charts in the

clinic, often the approach to threshold is truncated

because the patient is rarely and variably encouraged to

continue to progress downward and to ‘guess’ until a

complete line of five letters is missed (as per the

recommendations of the ETDRS manual). Using a single

positive end point with the requirement of two incorrect

responses at the next lower optotype size in the Landolt

C thresholding means that the threshold, with a one-in-

four chance of guessing, would have a 14% chance of

producing a threshold one step (0.1 logMAR) lower than

the true threshold, and a 3.5% chance of reporting a

threshold two steps lower. We are currently pursuing

evaluation of a system that would utilise a required

double-correct response at the lowest optotype step with

two incorrect responses at the next step smaller and, in

addition, would use 0.05 logMAR steps as recommended

by Wood and Bullimore53 and Arditi et al,54 in order to

achieve greater sensitivity.

With the current visual field instrument and

0.1logMAR steps, in this study of 24 of the individuals, a

test–retest reliability of 1.12 arc min MAR (95%

confidence limits) was achieved at fixation, appearing

better than studies of experienced and motivated

participant that measured the ETDRS chart acuity with

line-by-line scoring (95% confidence limits 1.8 MAR), and

similar to that using letter-by-letter scoring (95%

confidence limits, eight letters).54 Results of retesting

showed minimal learning except at the most peripheral

eccentricities (16–25% improvement of the thresholded

value at each eccentricity).

In addition to the high-contrast white-on-black testing

performed in the study reported here, the technology

and methods enable the optotype as well as pedestal and

background contrast, luminance, and hue to be varied, in

order to explore the central field of vision for an

individual in multiple dimensions. The results of such a

test provide the opportunity for a much more complete

analysis of the visual capacity in different environmental

conditions, including those that stress the visual abilities.

Such a ‘stress test’ of vision offers the potential for

improved monitoring and earlier detection of ocular

pathology than that available with chart testing or with

contrast-only field testing. We recognise that individuals

with macular pathology and central or paracentral

scotomas may shift fixation loci between episodes of

testing, causing variability of the results at individual

loci.55 However, measures of more global macular

function may be derived from the visual field test results.

For instance, around any particular fixation locus, an

average may be calculated from the acuities obtained at

all locations that is weighted inversely with distance

from fixation that would provide an overall measure of

integrated macular function. One could also determine

the area and form factor of the visual field at any desired

level of spatial sensitivity (that is, the ‘hill of vision’ could

be sectioned to determine the total area and form at any

desired level of acuity), although there possibly may be

variable depressions or scotomas within that field.

Finally, for particular tasks such as reading that can be

severely limited by paracentral scotomas, one may wish

to know the position and size within the field of the

horizontal window that would maximise the number of

letters that could be viewed simultaneously (that is, a

horizontal ‘instantaneous field of view’). We believe

that such measures will provide a far more rich

understanding of the abilities and shortcomings of vision

in individuals with macular or optic nerve pathology (as

well as the effect of media haze that reduces contrast)

that will empower the clinician to provide more effective

care and more appropriate vision rehabilitation.
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